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PRIVACY 
INCIDENT 
RESPONSE



What Is It?

The growth of privacy statutes, the 
rise of AG enforcement and the 
survival of privacy-based claims at a 
motion to dismiss, have created a 
new class of Incident Response - one 
driven by privacy violation claims. 

Privacy IR has many of the hallmarks 
of a Cyber IR:
• Demand from a third party for 

payment  
• Rapid investigation under privilege 

to determine:
• Scope of violation
• Number of persons impacted
• Location and status of impacted 

parties
• Nature of data involved

• Recovery of impacted site or 
process



Similar Paths to Urgency

IR: Notice via attacker 
PIR: Notice via 
demand letter

Short time frame to 
avoid public issue

Facts needed to quickly  
determine scope 

IR: Investigation into 
scope of attacker access

PIR: Investigation into 
scope of impacted users

IR: Forensic log data 
determines investigation 

PIR: UUID data determines 
ability to reduce class

Data available 
determines success



Extortion Demand



Demand Letter

. 



COMMON ISSUES 
LEADING TO A 
PRIVACY INCIDENT



Server Side Cookies

• Select cookie consent banners don’t 
control Server-Side cookies. These server-
side cookies can initiate other cookies 
that are controlled by consent banner 
applications, causing the users consent to 
be ignored inadvertently. 

• These server-side cookies/initiators can 
cause problems when trying to manage 
user cookie consent. 

• These cookies can be identified through 
Google Chrome’s Network tab. After 
selecting a request that set a cookie, you 
can view the “Initiator” tab, with the top 
level being what initiated the cookie.



One Advertiser & Multiple Trackers

. 



Lack of Version Control for Website Updates



Improper Cookie Classification



HOW PLAINTIFFS FIND 
VIOLATIONS



Analyzing .HAR Files – Google Admin Toolbox



Analyzing .HAR Files – Google Admin Toolbox



Analyzing .HAR Files – Google Admin Toolbox



Analyzing .HAR Files – Google Admin Toolbox



DATA SOURCES 
FOR 
INVESTIGATION



Web Logs



Privacy Management tools – Securiti AI



Privacy Management tools – OneTrust



Web Logs



Tag Manager



Analytics Tools - Google Analytics



Analytics Tools - Adobe Analytics



PRIVACY 
INCIDENT 
LITIGATION



How Did We Get Here

Facebook Tracking Litigation (2011 -2020)

• Two Flavors of Cookies:  Session (C_user) and Tracking (datr)
• When logging out, tracking cookies did not expire.  
• If not logged out, session cookies did not expire
• FB tracked users’ internet activity on non-FB website pages 

that displayed a “Like” button and connected back to user’s 
FB profile



How Did We Get Here

Example of Cookie (being set)
datr = zxyZT0t2PLYpipRzS-6tjKP
lu = ggIWeqepTLbjoT0WgL
openid_p = 101045999
c_user = 055522222
sct = 1237000000
xs = 123a00905e8967f91ec5886cf73dd4a32f7
act = 4798256774586%2F0

Example of Cookie (post log out)
datr = zxyZT0t2PLYpipRzS-6tjKP
openid_p = 101045999
act = 4798256774586%2F0
L=2
Locale = en_US
lu = ggIWeqepTLbjoT0WgL
Lsd = Iprr1
Reg_fb_gate = www.facebook.com%2Index.php
Reg_fb_ref = www.facebook.com%2Findex.php



Litigation Result

Claims: violations of the Wiretap 
Act, the Stored Communications 
Act, the Computer Fraud and 
Abuse Act, and several California 
consumer protection statutes
Settlement – $90million
Plus - 9 Years of Attorneys Fees



Wiretapping

California Invasion of Privacy Act (CIPA)

• In a nutshell: 1967 law that prohibits reading, 
attempting to read, or learning the contents of 
a communication without the consent of all 
parties to the communication. 

• Violations: $2,500, or by imprisonment in the 
county jail not exceeding one year, or both.  
Repeat offenders can be punished by a fine up 
to $10,000 or by imprisonment in the county 
jail not exceeding one year, or both. 

• Class Action Dream:  CIPA allows for a private 
right of action with no burden to prove actual 
damages, and allows for statutory damages.



A Tale of Two Claims: Session Replay

Javier v. Assurance IQ, LLC

• Website through which users could request life 
insurance quotes 

• CIPA claims against website operator and software 
maker

• 9th Circuit reversed dismissal finding allegations that 
he did not consent to having his session tracked before
agreeing to the website’s privacy policy were sufficient

• Court did not address three defenses: (1) that the 
plaintiff gave “implied consent”, (2) that the software 
provider is not a ”third party” under CIPA, and (3) that 
the statute of limitations had run.

• January 2023:  dismissed again on SOL with leave to 
amend.

Section 631(a) of the CIPA generally restricts a 
third party’s unauthorized wiretapping or 
eavesdropping on an ongoing communication 
between two parties.

Plaintiffs’ core theory in these cases is that the 
use of session replay technology constitutes 
illegal wiretapping or eavesdropping in violation 
of Section 631(a).

Theory had previously been rejected by federal 
district courts. 



A Tale of Two Claims: Chatbots

“Litigation Tester” visits a website and 
uses the chat to voluntarily 

communicate with customer service 
(usually just types returns and then 

leaves)

Form demand letter offering to settle a 
threatened CIPA lawsuit for 6-7 figures

A cookie-cutter lawsuit is filed with 
hyperventilating allegations that the 

plaintiff was “shocked and appalled” to 
discover that the “Defendant secretly 
records those conversations and pays 
third parties to eavesdrop on them in 

real time.”



Video Privacy Protection Act (VPPA)

Born after the video rental history of U.S. Supreme Court nominee 
Robert Bork was leaked to the media. (His history was innocuous.)

Prohibits a “video tape service provider” from disclosing data 
identifying individuals’ requested or obtained video materials. 

Because “video tape service provider” encompasses purveyors of 
“audio-visual materials” similar to video tapes, plaintiffs have 
broadly interpreted the definition to include website or mobile app 
providers that offer videos on their platforms.

Violations:  actual or liquidated damages of at least $2,500 per 
affected consumer, punitive damages, attorneys' fees and costs



VPPA & The Meta Pixel

• Data sharing on websites often comes in the 
form of cookies and code imbedded on 
websites that tracks the activity of website 
users. 

• Meta’s Pixel is code embedded on the 
websites of several companies that tracks 
certain activity of website users. 

• Plaintiffs allege that the information is 
transmitted to Meta, which can then link the 
information to the users’ Facebook accounts.

• This can include information about a user’s 
video watching habits, which plaintiffs allege 
violates VPPA



Healthcare Industry Grapples with Misconfigured Meta Pixel

The Meta Pixel collects 
patient PHI – including 

details about their 
medical conditions, 
prescriptions, and 

appointment – and 
transmits that 

information directly to 
Meta 

Meta, in turn, has allegedly been 
sending targeted ads to these 
individuals based on the PHI 

collected via the Meta Pixels on 
the healthcare provider’s website. 

Many of these lawsuits 
include civil and criminal 
causes of action against 

the healthcare 
defendants.

• A Meta Pixel is a small piece of 
JavaScript code, commonly referred to 
as a web beacon, that allows you to 
track visitor activity on your website. 

• An investigation by The Markup in 
June 2022 found that 33 of the top 
100 hospitals in the United States use 
the Meta Pixel on their websites.

• Many hospitals and health systems 
have these web beacons embedded 
on their websites and inside 
password-protected patient portals. 



Key Takeaways/Action Items

Understand the tracking tools being used (cookies, Meta Pixel etc.), how they are configured, and 
which pages they are firing on

Consent is a defense

Update privacy policies and terms of use

Consider use of effective privacy management tools

Be prepared to leverage investigative tools

Add a privacy incident to your table-top exercises



Questions & Contacts

Wynter Deagle 
wdeagle@sheppardmullin.com
o: 858-720-8947 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wynterlavier/

Anne-Marie Dao
adao@sheppardmullin.com
858.509.3691
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anne-marie-dao/

Jonathan Fartlough
jfairtlough@kpmg.com
213-598-4181
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-fairtlough-
6984a942/
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